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Regional Myocardial Perfusion Assessed with
Generator-Produced Copper-62-PTSM and PET
Pilar Herrero, Judy J. Hartman, Mark A. Green, Carolyn J. Anderson, Michael J. Welch, Joanne Markham and
Steven R. Bergmann
Cardiovascular Division, Division of Radiation Sciences and BiomÃ©dicalComputer Laboratory, Washington University School
of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri and School of Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
Indiana

We have previously demonstrated that myocardial perfusion can be
estimated accurately in experimental animals with the generator-
produced positron-emitting tracer, 62Cu-pyruvaldehyde bis (N4-
methylthio-semicarbazoneX^Cu-PTSM) and PET. This study eval

uated the feasibility of quantifying regional myocardial blood flow
using 62Cu-PTSM and PET in human subjects. Methods: Regional

perfusion was estimated using a previously described and validated
two-compartment model from dynamic PET scans obtained after an
intravenous bolus of 62Cu-PTSM in 10 healthy volunteers and in 6

patients with coronary artery disease at rest; and in 9 of the
volunteers and 4 of the patients after administration of dipyridamole
intravenously. Flow estimates were compared with those obtained
using H215O.Results: Contrast was high between myocardium and
blood or lung with 62Cu-PTSM, resulting in high-quality myocardial

images. Liver uptake was also high. At flows of up to 1.5 ml/g/min,
flow estimated with 62Cu-PTSM correlated closely with estimates
obtained with H215O(y = 0.71x + 0.21, n = 169 regional compar
isons, r = 0.66, p < 0.05), but this relationship was not maintained
at higher flows. Conclusion: The results demonstrate that quantifi
cation of myocardial perfusion with 62Cu-PTSM is feasible in human

subjects but cannot be used to estimate hyperemic flows due most
likely to the strong binding of the tracer to human serum albumin.
Copper-62-PTSM congeners with less avidity for human albumin
may prove more suitable for evaluation of hyperemic flows.
Key Words: PET; myocardial blood flow; copper-62-PTSM

J NucÃMed 1996; 37:1294-1300

Uelineation of myocardial perfusion and perfusion reserve is
paramount for the diagnosis of coronary artery disease and for
the evaluation of therapies designed to enhance nutritive myo

cardial perfusion. PET has been shown to be excellent for
quantification of regional myocardial blood flow because of its
ability to accurately delineate the distribution of positron
emitting radionuclides within the myocardium. PET has been
shown to be highly sensitive and specific for the delineation of
coronary artery disease with the cyclotron-produced flow trac-
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ers N-ammonia (1,2) or O-water (3-8) as well as with
generator-produced x2Rb-chloride (9-13). Generator-produced

PET radiopharmaceuticals free operations from the necessity of
a hospital-based cyclotron and add flexibility and convenience

to patient studies.
Our group has shown, in experimental studies, that accurate

quantitative flow measurements can be obtained with 82Rb-

chloride over a wide range of physiological flows with a
two-compartment kinetic model (14). Nonetheless, the short
physical half-life of this tracer (1.3 min) makes 82Rb-chloride

less than ideal for the quantification of myocardial perfusion
and there has been interest in the development of alternative
generator-produced PET flow tracers. The lipophilic compound
copper(II) pyruvaldehyde bis (N4-methylthiosemicarbazone)

(Cu-PTSM), is one candidate. Copper-PTSM can be labeled
with several single-photon radionuclides as well as with gen
erator-produced, positron-emitting 62Cu (t,/2 = 9.7 min). Al
though the parent, 62Zn, only possesses a 9.3-hr half-life, it and
62Cu-PTSM are easily produced in the quantities that would be

required for regional or nationwide delivery (15,16). Copper-
62-PTSM is highly extracted and retained in organs for pro

longed periods of time due to intracellular reductive decompo
sition of the lipophilic Cu-PTSM complex to liberate the 62Cu

ion which cannot rapidly escape the cell (17,18) facilitating
imaging of heart, kidney and brain, and making this tracer an
attractive one for multi-organ flow imaging (19-21).

In studies on intact dogs, myocardial extraction of Cu-PTSM
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was found to be nonlinear and inversely related to flow similar
to the case for all extracted flow tracers (22 ). Thus, in order to
quantitate myocardial perfusion accurately, a mathematical
model which decouples flow from extraction was developed
and validated by our laboratory (23). The model was tested in
experimental studies where we demonstrated that quantification
of regional myocardial blood flow was feasible over a wide
range of physiological flows (23-25).

The kinetics and imaging characteristics of 62Cu-PTSM in

human myocardium have been previously reported by our
group (26,27) as well as by others (28-30). However, the
species-dependent binding of tracer to serum albumin can affect
the ability to accurately define the input curve necessary for
quantitation (24,25). Accordingly, the aim of the present study
was to evaluate the feasibility of quantifying regional myocar
dial blood flow using generator-produced Cu-PTSM in hu
man subjects.

METHODS
The study was approved by the Human Studies Committee of the

Washington University School of Medicine and performed after
written, informed consent was obtained.

Subjects
Myocardial perfusion was evaluated in 10 healthy volunteers (9

men, 1 woman; mean age 37 Â±13 yr) with a low probability of
cardiac disease and in 6 patients (3 men, 3 women; mean age 56 Â±
16 yr) with angiographically documented coronary artery disease.
All subjects refrained from intake of methylxanthines (including
caffeine) for at least 12-18 hr so effects of dipyridamole would not
be attenuated. One subject was studied in a Super PET I tomograph
(31). All other subjects were evaluated in Super PET 3000-E, a
whole-body tomograph capable of high count rates and rapid
acquisition (32). All subjects were studied at rest, and 13 of the 16
subjects (9 volunteers and 4 patients) were restudied after dipyri
damole infusion.

Tomographie Data Acquisition
After collecting attenuation data using an external rod of

68Ge/6liGa,30-40 mCi of C15O were administered by inhalation to

label the blood pool. Blood-pool images were used to place regions
of interest in the blood pool for the input function. After 40-50 sec
to allow for clearance of CI5O from the lungs, data were collected
for 5 min. After a 5-10-min interval to allow activity to decay to
baseline levels (t^ of 15O = 2 min) 0.4 mCi/kg of H215O were

administered as a bolus through an antecubital vein catheter and
data were collected in list mode for 100 sec. After another interval
of 5-10 min to allow for decay of I5O, 0.16 Â±0.04 mCi/kg (range
0.08-0.26) of 62Cu-PTSM were administered as a bolus intrave

nously and data collected dynamically for a total of 10-15 min.
In resting studies, H215O was injected before 62Cu-PTSM

because of physical half-life considerations. After allowing for the
decay of 62Cu, 13 of the subjects were given 0.56 mg/kg dipyri

damole intravenously over 4 min. After approximately 5 min (to
permit development of peak responses to dipyridamole), the same
tomographic imaging sequence was repeated in 11 subjects (i.e., 7
volunteers and 4 patients). To demonstrate that dipyridamole
effects were not attenuated by the time of the 62Cu-PTSM admin

istration (an average of 14.6 min after dipyridamole), two normal
volunteers had 62Cu-PTSM given before H215O. In these two
subjects, H2'5O was administered approximately 10 min after
administration of 62Cu-PTSM (approximately 16 min after dipyr

idamole, see Results) when a relatively stable amount of radioac
tivity due to 62Cu-PTSM was present in the myocardium. H2'5O

data were corrected for residual activity.

Analysis of Tomographic Data
For each intervention, the CI5O tomographic data were recon

structed into a single composite 5-min image and used for placing
regions of interest (ROIs) within the blood pool. To visualize
myocardium from H215O images, H215O composite images ob
tained 20-100 sec after administration of the tracer were corrected
for vascular radioactivity using the CI5O image as previously
described (3,4). Dynamic H2'5O data were reconstructed into 20

5-sec frames. Copper-62-PTSM data were reconstructed into
twenty 5-sec frames for the first 100 sec followed by six 30-sec
frames and then by 60-sec frames.

To delineate the blood activity over time (the input function),
regions of interest representing 1.65 cm3 were placed within the
left atrial and left ventricular cavities of the reconstructed CI5O

image. To delineate myocardial activity over time, three to four
ROIs representing values of approximately 5.0 cm3 per ventricular

slice were placed within anterior, septal, lateral and posterior
myocardium on composite 62Cu-PTSM images obtained 10-15
min after i>2Cu-PTSMadministration. These ROIs were placed on
62Cu-PTSM and H2'5O dynamic frames to generate blood and

tissue time-activity curves for both tracers. An average of eight
ROIs per subject per intervention were analyzed.

Calculation of Myocardial Blood Flow Using H215O

Regional myocardial blood flow was estimated for each tissue
ROI using a one-compartment model previously described (4,7).
This model also estimates tissue partial volume (FMM)and blood-
to-tissue (FBM) spillover fractions. The input function generated
from the left atrial cavity was corrected for the time discrepancies
between the appearance of activity in the left atrium and its arrival
in myocardium by shifting the left atrial curve in time to match the
left ventricular curve as recently described (33).

Calculation of Myocardial Blood Flow Using
Copper-62-PTSM

Regional myocardial blood flow was estimated for each tissue
ROI using a previously described two-compartment kinetic model
(23 ), which calculates the transport of the tracer from the vascu-
lature into the cellular compartment at a rate of k,. The model
assumes that tracer is retained by the cell (k2 = 0) based on
previous experimental data and observations in human subjects
(see below). Two PET parameters are needed to account for the
tissue recovery coefficient, FMM, and spillover of activity from
blood to myocardium, FBM. FMM was fixed for each region of
interest to the value obtained from H2'5O flow analysis. FBMwas

estimated along with k, and myocardial blood flow. The fractional
volume of the first compartment was fixed to the value obtained
from dog studies (0.95 ml/g). The input function obtained from the
left atrial cavity was shifted in time to match the left ventricular
curve and corrected for red blood cell binding by evaluation of
timed samples obtained from venous blood. Since no change in
tissue activity was observed after 60 sec, only the first 100 sec of
the dynamic data were used for the kinetic analysis.

Determination of Copper-62-PTSM Concentration in Blood
To correct the input function for 62Cu that is not present as

Cu-PTSM (34), in eight studies in normal volunteers and in three
studies in patients, seven to nine venous blood samples were
collected into tubes containing octanol during the first 15 min after
administration of 62Cu-PTSM. Samples were collected every 30

sec for 3 min, every minute for 5 min and then every 5 min up to
15 min. Tubes were rapidly vortexed and centrifuged within 5 min
and the supernatant and precipitate were counted in a gamma well
counter. The ratio of 62Cu in the alcohol phase to total activity was

calculated for each blood sample. In studies performed in our
laboratory, radioactivity in the supernatant alcohol phase was
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TABLE 1
Hemodynamics for Normal Volunteers and Patients during PET Studies

Volunteerno.12345678910Mean

Â±s.d.Volunteerno.12345678910mean

Â±s.d.Patientno.123456Mean

Â±s.d.Patientno.123456Mean

Â±s.d.HR7053877358585362646164

Â±10HRâ€”67102836883746683â€”78*

Â±12HR98665091715272

Â±20HR867582â€”74â€”79

Â±6HO1SBP120157151137121140124113110157133

Â±18HO2SBPâ€”157151126122136132127129â€”135

Â±13H01SBP131116145157134155140

Â±16HO2SBP89132157â€”131â€”127

Â±28DBF8074737673767055606570

Â±8DBPâ€”7269786263666161â€”66Â±6DBP79638287805975

Â±11DBP516692â€”80â€”72

Â±18MAP93102999689978874779691

Â±9MAPâ€”10096948287888384â€”89

Â±7MAP9681103110989197

Â±10MAP6488114â€”97â€”91

Â±20HR7048887057SB4760566162

Â±12HRâ€”5994816286797390_78*

Â±13HR93634999725171

Â±21HR977773â€”73â€”80Â±11CU1SBP120155154127126137122114111157132

Â±17CU2SBP_163155135127145143121135â€”140*t

Â±14CU1SBP132113151153136166142

Â±19CU2SBP120140162â€”124â€”136

Â±19DBP8072747873777056616671

Â±8DBP7973766667696065â€”69tÂ±6DBP79648282837077

Â±8DBP687095â€”77â€”77

Â±12MAP931001019491978775789691

Â±9MAP...107100968693948088â€”93tÂ±8MAP978010510610110298Â±9MAP8593117â€”93â€”97

Â±14

*p < 0.05 with respect to rest studies.
tp < 0.05 with respect to H215O(after dipyridamole).
HO1 = first H215Ostudy (rest); CUI = first ^Cu-PTSM study (rest); HO2 = second H2 15Ostudy (after dipyridamole); CU2 = second 62Cu-PTSM study

(after dipyridamole); HR = heart rate (bpm); SBP = systolic blood pressure (mm Hg); = diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg); MAP = mean aterial pressure

(mm Hg).
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FIGURE 1. Myocardial Â¡magesobtained 20-100 sec after administration of
H215O (top panel) and corresponding Â¡magesobtained 10-15 min after
administration of G2Cu-PTSM (bottom panel) from a healthy human subject at

rest. Images to the left represent base of the heart; apex to the right, lateral
myocardium is rightward; anterior is uppermost; septum is to the left; and
posterior is lowermost.

documented to be in the form of Cu-PTSM (24). For each study, a
biexponential curve was fitted to the percent of octanol-extractable
62Cu-PTSM in blood over time, and the resulting curve was used to

correct total arterial blood activity for association of the tracer with
red blood cells. For those studies for which venous blood samples
were not collected (i.e., in two volunteers and three patients), an
average correction factor was derived by fitting data obtained to a
biexponential curve.

Copper-62-PTSM Synthesis
In some studies, the procedure employed for the preparation of

62Cu-PTSM was modified from that of Green et al. (/5). The 62Cu

was eluted from the generator in 3 ml 1.8N NaCl/0.2N HCl and
buffered with 4 ml 0.3 N sodium acetate. The H2(PTSM) ligand
(1.5-5 fig) was added to the 62Cu-acetate solution in 0.1-0.3 ml

ethanol. The solution was mixed 2 min and then passed through a
C18-SepPak LightÂ®solid-phase extraction cartridge (Millipore

Corporation, Milford, MA) that had been previously conditioned
with 2 ml ethanol and 2 ml water. The C18 cartridge was washed
with 5 ml water and the 62Cu-PTSM then eluted with ethanol in
0.1-0.2 ml fractions. Each fraction was measured for 62Cu activity

in a dose calibrator, and the fraction containing most of the activity
was diluted with 0.9% NaCl to a total volume of 7 ml and filtered
through a sterile 0.2-/X Millex-FG filter into a sterile syringe. The
radiochemical purity of 62Cu-PTSM was determined by silica gel
thin-layer chromatography developed in ethyl acetate.
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FIGURE 3. Total 62Cutime-activity curve obtained from a ROI placed within

the left atrial cavity from a patient studied at rest (solid line) and the
corresponding 62Cu-PTSM time-activity curve (dashed line).

RESULTS

Subject Hemodynamics
Table 1 shows the hemodynamics for all subjects studied at

each intervention. After dipyridamole, heart rate did not change
between administration of H215O and 62Cu-PTSM. The average

time between the end of dipyridamole infusion and the admin
istration of H215O (in subjects receiving H215O first after

intravenous injection of dipyridamole) was 5.4 Â±1.9 min and
the delay between the administration of H2I5O and 62Cu-PTSM
was 9.2 Â±1.5 min. In the two subjects receiving 62Cu-PTSM

initially after intravenous injection dipyridamole, the time
between the end of the infusion of dipyridamole and the
administration of 62Cu-PTSM was 5.5 Â±0.7 min and H215O

was administered 10.3 Â±0.9 min after the administration of
62Cu-PTSM.

Myocardial Images
Figure 1 shows reconstructed midventricular images from a

normal subject under resting conditions after administration of
H215O after correction for vascular activity, and the correspond
ing images obtained after administration of 62Cu-PTSM. Myo
cardial uptake of 62Cu-PTSM was uniform in all normal

subjects. Contrast between myocardium and either blood or

FIGURE 2. Mean percent of octanol-
extractable 62Cu-PTSM in blood as a

function of time under (A) control condi
tions and (B) after dipyridamole. The ex-
tractable fraction was not affected by
dipyridamole.
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FIGURE 4. 62Cu-PTSM blood and tissue
time-activity curves from a normal volun

teer (A) studied at rest (open circles) and
after administration of dipyridamole (solid
circles) and time-activity curves obtained

from a patient (B) from a normal region
(open circles) and an ischemie region
(solid circles). For display purposes, only
the input function obtained at rest (solid
line) is displayed and curves are normal
ized to peak blood counts.

lung was high. Uptake of 62Cu-PTSM by the liver was also

high.
Measurement of 62Cu-PTSM Blood Activity

Figure 2 shows the mean percent of octanol-extractable
62Cu-PTSM in blood as a function of time during resting

conditions (Fig. 2A) and after dipyridamole (Fig. 2B). At 100
sec, 90% of the 62Cu-radioactivity is extractable (i.e., present as
Cu-PTSM) and at 10 min 50% of blood 62Cu-activity is

Cu-PTSM. The extractable fraction was not affected by dipyr
idamole.

Figure 3 shows total 62Cu blood activity and octanol-
extractable 62Cu-PTSM activity in blood over time from a

patient studied at rest. During the first 100 sec used in the
kinetic analysis, binding of Cu by red blood cells has a
negligible effect on arterial blood activity.

Blood and Tissue Time-Activity Curves
Figure 4 shows 62Cu-PTSM time-activity curves obtained

from a representative normal volunteer studied at rest and after
dipyridamole (Fig. 4A) and those from normal and ischemie
regions in a patient at rest (Fig. 4B). After 1 min, the amount of
tracer in tissue remains constant. In the normal volunteer, after
dipyridamole infusion, tissue activity increased only marginally
(Fig. 4A) even though H2'5O flows increased from 1.25 at rest

to 3.45 ml/g/min after dipyridamole. In the patient, decreased
tissue activity was observed in ischemie regions (H2'5O flow =
0.47) when compared to normal regions (H2I5O flow = 0.66)

(Fig. 4B).

Myocardial Blood Flow
Figure 5 shows the correlation between regional myocardial

perfusion obtained with 62Cu-PTSM compared with regional
assessments made with H2'SO for all subjects for all data (Fig.

5A) and then separated arbitrarily into measurements obtained
from regions with myocardial perfusion (based on H215O) less

than or equal to 1.5 ml/g/min (Fig. 5B) and greater than 1.5
ml/g/min (Fig. 5C). Regional flow estimates obtained with
62Cu-PTSM correlated reasonably well with those obtained
with H2'5O in regions with myocardial perfusion less than 1.5

ml/g/min (Fig. 5B) although the scatter was large. However, in
regions with flow greater than 1.5 ml/g/min, flows estimated
with 62Cu-PTSM did not correlate with those obtained with
H2150 (Fig. 5C).

DISCUSSION
PET has been shown to be sensitive and specific for the

detection of coronary artery disease (1-13). For most studies,
cyclotron-produced radiotracers have been used. Currently,
x"Rb-Cl is the only generator-produced radiopharmaceutical in
use for evaluating flow in cardiac PET studies. Although s2Rb

has been useful in delineating coronary artery disease (9-13)
and can be used for quantifying flow in absolute terms (14), it
suffers because of its extremely short physical half-life which,
although beneficial in allowing rapid sequential studies with
small radiation burden to the patient, results in noisy images and
taxes the capability of many tomographs for quantitative anal
yses because of the high count rates achieved and the short
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FIGURE 5. Correlation between regional myocardial perfusionobtained from 16 human subjects with (A)62Cu-PTSM and H215Ofor all regions, (B)for regions

with a myocardial perfusion <1.5 ml/g/min and (C) for regions with flow >1.5 ml/g/min. Although estimates correlate well for flow below 1.5 ml/g/min, flow
was not well estimated with 62Cu-PTSM at higher flows.
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imaging interval. Accordingly, there has been interest in alter
native generator-produced tracers for assessment of myocardial
perfusion.

We have previously demonstrated that myocardial extraction
of 62Cu-PTSM is avid in isolated perfused hearts as well as in

intact dogs, and once extracted by the heart, the radiolabel is
essentially trapped with minimal back-diffusion into the circu
lation. Similar kinetics were observed for uptake of 62Cu-PTSM
by brain, kidney and tumors (19-23). Thus, 62Cu-PTSM is an

attractive candidate for use as a generator-based PET perfusion
tracer.

In the present study, 62Cu-PTSM resulted in good delineation

of the myocardium relative to lung or blood as has been
demonstrated by others (28,29). Liver also extracts 62Cu-PTSM

avidly, impairing imaging of the inferior myocardium.
Using the mathematical model previously developed and

validated in experimental studies (23), myocardial perfusion
estimated with 62Cu-PTSM correlated reasonably with values
obtained with H2I5O for low, normal and mildly hyperemic

flows (myocardial perfusion < 1.5 ml/g/min estimated with
H215O) (Fig. 5). However, for higher flows no significant

correlation between these two flow tracers was observed al
though flows obtained with H2'5O increased, as anticipated, in

response to the hyperemic stimulus. After infusion of dipyri-
damole, myocardial perfusion estimated with 62Cu-PTSM was

severely underestimated (Fig. 5C).
The lack of an increase in estimated flow despite a measured

increase with H2'5O could be the result of several factors. One

consideration is whether the coronary dilatory effects of dipyr-
idamole has diminished by the time of administration of
62Cu-PTSM. Because of half-life considerations, H2I5O was
administered before 62Cu-PTSM in 11 studies. The delay
between H2'5O administration and 62Cu-PTSM was 9.2 Â±1.5

min. As shown by the data in Table 1, heart rate did not change
significantly between the two administrations. Invasive studies
in human subjects using intracoronary Doppler flow probes
have demonstrated that the dilatory effects of dipyridamole are
stable for at least 10-15 min after intravenous administration

(35,36). Nonetheless, to determine whether the time delay
might be responsible for the low flows seen with 62Cu-PTSM

after dipyridamole, the order of tracer administration after
dipyridamole was reversed in two studies (i.e., 62Cu-PTSM was
administered first). In these studies, H2I5O was administered an
average of 10.3 Â±0.9 min after 62Cu-PTSM. Perfusion esti
mated with H2I5O in these two studies was in the hyperemic

range (2.38 Â± 1.37 ml/g/min) while flow estimated with
62Cu-PTSM was in the normal flow range (1.28 Â± 0.46

ml/g/min), conclusive evidence that the underestimation of flow
observed with 62Cu-PTSM was due either to the kinetics of the
tracer or the mathematical model used. Inspection of 62Cu-

PTSM myocardial time-activity curves after the administration
of dipyridamole shows minimal increase in net uptake even
though perfusion assessed with H2I5O increased 2.8 times (Fig.

4A). This was also observed in the study of Beanlands et al.
(28). In that study, there was only a 1.97 time increase in
myocardial ft2Cu-PTSM after intravenous adenosine. In animal

studies, we demonstrated that a fourfold increase in myocardial
perfusion led to a 2.5-fold increase in Cu-PTSM tissue activity
(22) due to the nonlinear and inverse relationship between
Cu-PTSM uptake and flow. This relationship is accounted for
with the compartmental model developed.

Although the model configuration and/or the set values (i.e.,
setting V to 0.95, setting k2 to 0) could also be responsible for
the underestimation of hyperemic flow with 62Cu-PTSM, this is

unlikely since: (a) the model works extremely well in experi

mental studies; (b) computer simulations changing the model or
letting parameters such as k2 "float," did not improve the

estimates: and (c) tissue curves do not show an increase during
hyperemia suggesting no net increase of tracer in tissue.

Quantitation of myocardial perfusion with 62Cu-PTSM is

further complicated by the competitive binding of tracer to
serum albumin which has been shown to be species-dependent
(24,25). In a recent study, we found that Cu-PTSM has a much

higher affinity for human albumin than for dog albumin (34).
This affinity results in decreased free tracer in humans. In
species in which Cu-PTSM has low affinity for the serum
albumin (such as canines), myocardial uptake and erythrocyte
binding are high, whereas in species with high protein affinity
for tracer (such as in humans) there is diminished free tracer
available. Thus, myocardial extraction as well as uptake by
erythrocytes is diminished. Potential solutions would be to
correct for binding of tracer to albumin or to include the
relationship within the mathematical model. At the present
time, separation into free and bound tracer is not feasible.
Modeling of the binding of tracer to albumin is limited by the
fact that tissue activity curves obtained during hyperemia do not
differ significantly from those obtained at normal flows sug
gesting that the true tissue response to hyperemic flow is
minimal. Newer substituted h2Cu-thiosemicarbazones, such as

copper-ethylglyoxal or n-propylglyoxalthiosemicarbazone (Cu-
ETS and n-PrTS, respectively), which have been shown in in
vitro studies to have diminished avidity for human albumin but
have avid myocardial extraction and retention may be superior
candidates for generator-produced perfusion agents for quanti
fication of regional myocardial perfusion in humans.

CONCLUSION
The results suggest that high-quality myocardial images with

negligible washout from the myocardium after initial extraction
are obtained with 62Cu-PTSM. High liver uptake can obscure

delineation of the inferior wall. A two-compartment model can
be used to delineate myocardial flow for low, normal and mildly
hyperemic flows. However, flow is underestimated with hyper
emia due to binding of 62Cu-PTSM to human albumin which

reduces free tracer concentration and results in diminished
tracer uptake by the heart.
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Technetium-99m-Sestamibi SPECT to Detect
Restenosis after Successful Percutaneous
Coronary Angioplasty
Elisa Milan, Orazio Zoccarato, Arturo Terzi, Federica Ettori, Omelia Leonzi, Luigi Niccoli and Raffaele Giubbini
Nuclear Medicine and Cardiology Departments, Civic Hospital and University of Brescia, Brescia; and Nuclear Medicine
Department. Fondazione ClÃnicadel Lavoro- Veruno, Lavoro- Veruno, Italy

This study evaluated the accuracy of ""Tc SPECT in predicting
restenosis after primary successful PTCA. Methods: Thirty-seven
patients with equivocal symptom-limited exercise stress testing
were evaluated. All patients underwent separate day exercise-rest
99mTc-sestamibi SPECT. The perfusion studies were evaluated
using three different methods of analysis: visual inspection, semi-

quantitative and quantitative polar map analysis. The perfusion
studies were interpreted in absence of a pre-PTCA scan. All patients
underwent a control coronary angiography within 1 mo. Results:
Sensitivity and specificity of ""Tc-sestamibi SPECT in predicting
restenosis were 87.5-78%, 50-65% and 75-74% for visual inspec
tion, semiquantitative and quantitative polar map analysis, respec
tively. Sensitivity and specificity related to the vascular territories
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were: LAD territory 93-73% (qualitative analysis), 53-60% (semi-
quantitative analysis), 80-67% (quantitative analysis); LCX territory
83-100% (qualitative analysis); and 33-100% (semiquantitative
analysis), 67-100% (quantitative analysis); and RCA territory 67-80%
(qualitative analysis), 67-60% (semiquantitative analysis), 67-80%
(quantitative analysis). Conclusion: These data suggest that 99nTc-
sestamibi SPECT is a useful noninvasive tool in the follow-up

evaluation of patients who have undergone angiographically suc
cessful coronary angioplasty even in the absence of a pre-PTCA

perfusion study.
Key Words: angioplasty; restenosis;technetium-99m-sestamibi
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Uespite the immediate efficacy of percutaneous transluminal
coronary angioplasty (PTCA), its long-term efficacy is limited
by the presence of restenosis reported in approximately 30% to
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